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Often, the very first thing to catch your attention becomes the first thing to crop up in your memory. When I think
back to the Future Memories exhibition at 180 The Strand, I remember Camile Henrot’s Grosse Fatigue. The video
piece conceptualises the inception of the universe through an arrangement of moving image, spoken word and music.
There’s a feeling of participating in a ritual of story-telling, paired with a sense of something more profound.
But the narrator routinely falters, repeats himself, or disrupts his incantations of odd-yet-familiar Biblical
language and scientific references when he breaks into vulnerable sing-song sequences. To me, those moments evoked
an inadequacy of human epistemology and experience; maybe just loneliness. Either way, I think I remember those
moments - and the work - so well because Grosse Fatigue manages to say a lot of things in a short amount of
time. Amongst other threads, it tells us something about memory, and how it is at once collective and intimate.

Despite the College’s prominence as the globally leading school of art and design, its reputation is unlikely to be
the first thing you remember when you think of your RCA experience in the years to come. I’m pretty sure you’ll
remember the lecturer who made you feel valued, the technician who went out of their way to help you with an urgent project,
the friends you’ve made. And you will also likely remember some bad moments: things which didn’t turn out quite as you
expected or times marked by disappointment. Still, part of what makes this experience unique is our access to the wealth
of institutional and individual memory amongst the students, staff and alumni of the college. This became apparent to me while
interviewing RCA’s Special Collections manager Neil Parkinson, who is as invested in the archive itself as he is passionate about
facilitating access to it. Funny side story: the first time I visited Neil, I pressed the wrong button on my recording device and none of
our (30-minute-long) conversation registered. Totally unfazed by the mistake, Neil took it in his stride, even going so far as to greet
it as an opportunity to have another think through the questions and arm himself with even more information for our second meeting.
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The publishing date of this Pluralist is significant. It’s great to see the Pluralist fill up with considered and polished content, but what would
all of that be without some fun? We hope that bumping into the author of your favourite read on the shuttle bus will become a college-wide conversation starter. But we’re
also hopeless romantics who like to help with starting a different kind of conversation. So to coincide with our Valentine’s Day launch, we’re resurrecting the RCA Crush column by asking, Who Do You
Fancy? Is there a certain someone on campus who captured your eye and heart? And while you’re addressing the butterflies in your stomach by writing in to invite that certain someone from the smart zone
for a coffee, why not throw in an article on a topic which also makes your heart flutter? You could address current events, internal and external to the school, or piece together a passionate opinion piece or
review. And as ever, all of your illustrations, satirical drawings, poems and experiments are awaited with held breath (and slightly sweaty palms).
We hope you had a great start to your year so far - and here’s to this issue of The Pluralist making it even better. All our love, Aleks
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Going up to the floor above the Library feels
like entering a space separate from the rest
of the College. It’s peacefully quiet, with a spill
of light seeping into the corridor through the
glass walls and windows of the archives office.
Aleks Stanek paid it a visit to Neil Parkinson,
who looks after the RCA’s Special Collections.
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Tell us a bit about your role as the RCA’s Archive and Collections
Manager, and the responsibilities and challenges which you face.
I look after all of the unique, valuable and lovely things from the history
of the College - which is quite a long history, but most of what I have is
from the 20th and 21st centuries. It’s information which is integral to the
history of the College, it tells people - the researchers of the future and of
the now - what goes on here, or why things were done a certain way. But
what we acquire and keep takes on many different forms. There’s a large art
collection, for instance, 1,500 or so paintings and sculptures, and there are
also some 12,000 prints dating back to the start of the 20th century. Then
there’s the evidence of programme restructuring as well as the changes from
technological and economic developments. This is paper-based material
such as minutes, accounts and internal reports. And recently, we have also
added digital stuff to the archive.
Because all of this stuff tells us something about the College - it’s
documentary evidence, really - there’s a certain responsibility to make sure
that our collection fairly reflects the goings-on within the RCA, that we’re
not slanted in this presentation or have gaps of missing material. Gaps are
an example of something we try to avoid but are always confronted with.
There are always bound to be some gaps in the archives, just as there are
holes in the flow of documentation. Parts of the archive were destroyed
in the Second World War and those are gaps we can’t ever fill. So with a
lot of the official documentation of the changes, the archive tells quite a
top-down story. It may tell us how the College management, for example,

implemented things. It doesn’t necessarily present the students’ response or
what the students were concerned about. For this reason, we have a separate
section of the archive, the student papers, which tell us the parallel story
and provide insight into controversies such as the student protests of the
60s. If you were to piece together the most complete reflection of reality,
you would look at both of these sections, and then try and find where they
meet in the middle.
Yes, there is a lot of responsibility to make sure the contents are accurate.
But there’s also the responsibility to balance access with the preservation
issues. Every archivist wants their archive to be looked at, but there are
handling issues with fragile materials and also the issue of data protection.
A fundamental principle of archival work is finding the equilibrium
between freedom of information and other conflicting concerns.
I’m wondering about the documentation of student activity in the
archive. Could you give us an overview of student-run publication
in the collection and tell us about how these publications co-existed?
The College has always had a rich history of publishing because you’ve
got so many talented designers and creators here. Even before the School
of Graphic Design opened in 1948, there were always fantastic student
magazines. The earliest one we have is from 1898, and it’s a beautifully
designed arts and crafts publication titled The Beam. In the 1910s and
1920s there was the prosaically named but also very beautiful, woodcutand engraving-filled RCA Students’ Magazine to which all of the notable

students of the 1920s contributed, and by that I mean everyone
from Edward Bawden to Eric Ravilious and Enid Marx. Oneoff magazines were also produced - there was a single issue of a
magazine called Gallimaufry and two issues of one called The
Mandrake. So some would be very short-lived and are now precious
collector’s items as examples of what someone like Eric Ravilious
was doing during his time here.
The most significant student magazine, which everyone still talks
about, isArk, founded around the same time as the School of Graphic
Design in the early 1950s. Ark was a partly subsidised project, but
it was truly a student-led endeavour and it reflected the students’
desire to produce something recognised as a serious journal rather
than just a college magazine. They were very successful; it received
a lot of attention, went on to be positively reviewed in the press
and was sold to subscribers all around the world. There was always
an editor, an art editor, and an advertising manager, and it was
RCA students who designed the featured adverts, which was very
unusual. The magazine ran for decades until the late 70s, so you can
really use it to chart all the changes in technology, student concerns
and design. For instance, the Pop Art movement is beautifully
represented in Ark with lots of little inserts and collages and such
things - the whole thing is indicative of the changing times. And
at the same time as Ark was coming out, the Student Union was
also producing its own newsletter, Newsheet, which in a way was
kind of completely the opposite, as it was much more of a massproduced, indiscriminately handed-out satirical, argumentative
publication for an internal audience. Newsheet was about students
talking to other students as opposed to students presenting their
work to the outside world. Ironically both publications were often
made by the same core group of people, but the intended audiences
were very different. They’d sometimes talk about the same things,
but they would talk about them in a very different way.

reflected in a lot of the student newsletters at the time. There was
a graphic front cover about the Falklands War - in 1982 I think - so
the students were engaged with the outer world. It wasn’t always
parochial, it was also dismay at the state of the world in general.
Is there any publication or piece in the archive which is your
favourite, and why?
I don’t really have favourites! It’s hard to name favourites because
everything is inherently interesting to me, particularly if it’s helping
to answer a specific research question or if it’s building up a bigger
picture. But certainly, among Ark, there are some absolutely amazing issues, and one which people cite is issue 32, as it was published
at the height of Pop Art in the UK and contains a lovely publication
within a publication called the Kit of Images which is a sort of
collage by various students of the time who were very involved with
the Pop movement - people like Peter Phillips and Derek Boshier.
It’s a nice example of the imaginative approach to the concept of
a magazine that students took. What was also interesting about
having a different art editor behind each issue is that each team
tried to do something different from their predecessors - so you got
this really rich run towards the end of the 50s, and into the mid
60s, where there were all kinds of paper stocks and fold outs, or
metallic overlays, and this was such a breath of fresh air after the
rationing of depressed post-war years and poor quality paper.
Suddenly, a decade or two later, there’s this real explosion of colour,
of optimism in typography, and so on. It’s a world away from how
Ark started. It was already beautiful in the 50s, but it had a very
different style, and the first issues of the Ark almost look like they
were pre-war, or like they were done on a budget; they’re melancholy,
retrospective. Then suddenly a switch is flipped and it becomes very
forward-looking and upbeat but also open-minded. It’s easy for us
to now project onto that, to say, ‘well, that was the 1960s, of course
it would have been open-minded!’ But it’s also fascinating to see
how indicative something like a student magazine can be of the
things we now associate with the early 60s and swinging London.

patterns and then picking out the ones where you want to view the
physical version, to then go pick those out and put them all together.
But it’s not a substitute for the physical object, because the sizes
vary, as does the paper stock. Then there’s the weight, the heft of
them, or how reflective or glossy they are… All of that kind of stuff
is killed off by digitisation. You just don’t see it any more because
digitisation is the great leveller. It will make everything look kind
of the same, in a funny way, or it will make everything look the same
size, you know, or diminish the colours and so on. We do a lot of
colour management to get it as accurate as possible, but digitisation
still has a funny way of almost shrinking things. And when we have
huge A0 posters, or maybe things that have been printed on a plank
of wood, that’s just not properly captured, even if you were to
photograph it in the best way possible, it is still a digital rectangle
on a screen and we’ve all seen a lot of that.
But we would never say that those aspects of it would make us
say, ‘we’re not digitising’. When digitisation first became an option
to the library community, I think everybody really embraced
it, but with the clear understanding that it is not particularly a
substitute or a form of preservation; it’s just a form of increasing
access on a particular platform. For us, it’s really about collections
management, as it helps us — because so much of our stuff is
image-based, it’s helpful to have a really good digital image of
something. That’s because we can use this digital image to catalogue
and assign a number to it, so we know exactly where the original
is, and so on. And it can bring about a better understanding of the
image. For example, we can investigate the exact technique that was
used to achieve the effect in the physical work. Sarah, the project
officer, has been looking at old engravings under a magnifying glass,
and she does a lot of detective work. It can then be recorded in the
catalogue, with the image directly beside it. It really raises the level
of knowledge and understanding about the collection.

A well-known procedure of increasing access to archives is
digitisation. I’m wondering about your take on it; are there
qualities to be gained or missed in the process?

You describe these diverse publications, and they span decades.
I guess this is a more of a question for the Newsheet, but I’m
wondering do you notice considerable changes of tone or
content, particularly in the context of changing social norms?
Yeah, it probably is more of a question for Newsheet. There was
a lot of upset everywhere in the 60s, and I think you definitely
don’t see it as much in Ark, which is more forward-looking and
more optimistic. The student newsletters of the time were much
more impassioned, and there was a lot of solidarity with students
in other organisations where there were various protests, such as
the one at Hornsey College of Art. There was a lot of internal
criticism; sometimes this was a criticism of tutors, and this
included tutors being individually named; but in a way that’s
always been the case, because even when you look back at those
older magazines - there is always a kind of irreverence. Those
earlier magazines contain caricatures of William Rothenstein,
who was the Principal in the 1920s, or other staff being made fun
of, but I think it was a different tone, a different, kind of
affectionate, gently ribbing sense of humour that would be familiar
to readers of magazines like Punch, let’s say. But by the late 50s
this criticism becomes more forceful. And in the 70s and 80s, the
anger is not necessarily directed at the College, but it could be
directed at the wider political landscape. Margaret Thatcher came
to power in 1979, and the 80s were a difficult decade for art
education and a very challenging decade for the College. This is

It is absolutely fundamental to collections now and has been for a
couple of decades, that digitisation is used as a way of increasing
access. We really agree with that and in the past we’ve made digital
images of all the artworks in the painting collection, and we’ve
made them available on different websites, for example at artuk.org,
on an open access basis. We’ve digitised a reasonable amount of our
material in the past but digitisation is very costly and can be quite
complicated, especially if you have to work out who has rights to
a particular work. I’m happy to report that we are currently a few
months into a major three-year digitisation programme. We had
some lovely philanthropic funding from the Foyle Foundation, which
gives grants to special collections and museums; they really loved the
range of our collection and saw its potential to be digitised. We
were able to buy a gigantic, preposterous flat-bed scanner capable
of A0 scans and we’re about to buy a book scanner as well. We’ve
also recruited a project officer who joined us from the Henry Moore
Foundation. She was working on Henry Moore’s digital catalogue
raisonné over there, so she’s used to all the different formats we’ve
got. She’s already done an amazing job of transforming our print
collection - the 12,000 prints that I’ve mentioned - that have always
been in an old, rusty plan chest, or drawers so heavy you couldn’t
even open them. She’s organised all of that by size and year, so
we’ve had everything re-boxed and she’s working her way through
scanning everything.
We are planning to make a huge amount of stuff available over
the next year or two. We’re digitising all of our old 35mm slides we have 42,000 slides of former students’ work, going back all the
way to the 1960s. The originals are going into cold storage as this
will stop the colours deteriorating. You can tell we’re really keen on
digitisation and we’re doing lots of it.
Now the question regarding whether you add something or take
something away: it’s definitely both. There’s the added security
of knowing there’s a copy of the original somewhere, so to have
a faithful digital version removes a major worry. The other really
great thing is being able to see everything all at once and being able
to make connections between a variety of pieces. You couldn’t have
done that when all the material was in the heavy drawers which you
weren’t even able to open. It was such a disincentive from roaming
through the things. But being able to stand back and look at all the
works at once on screen is really amazing. The patterns and certain
themes emerging in former students’ work are otherwise really hard
to spot.
What is lost is that no digitisation, however good, can really
replicate the tactility of the object and tactility is fundamental to
huge amounts of the stuff that we deal with, even if it’s just works
on paper - prints, posters, those kinds of things. I’ve done a few
workshops with the Visual Communication students based on our
poster collection and handling the works and spreading them out is
a really important element. We’ve scanned a lot of those posters now.
Scanning can be a very good way of whizzing through, spotting the

DEAR YAYA,
Happy Valentines YA
I Love YA
情话就在嘴边
可我只想吻你

[to my crush, with eczema]
I AM THE CREAM you need, for that
skin, so slather me over your
dull weekend...

love from
LWY

I SWIM in your
intellect
your open mind keeps me satisfied
you take me with you on many journeys
inspiring me to reach higher
you have big arms and thats great
i looked at your thighs and their nice too
keep doing your thing bro
youre great and i hope to one day get with you

xoxo

YOU
STARED
at me for a while
not very
appropriate

WHO DO YOU
FANCY?
RCA STUDENTS SUBMIT THEIR CAMPUS CRUSHES...
TO THE BENYWAIDD DENIADOL
who fills my heart and doesn’t
leave mushroom for anything else

Let’s go back to the issue of accessibility for our final question the archives and the special collections, how accessible are they
to students? Can any student make an appointment with you?

xxx!

TO KYLE ZENO,
Yes, absolutely. Nothing makes me happier than current students
coming to see previous students’ work, to access the stuff that they
couldn’t easily see elsewhere. Absolutely anybody can come. There is
an appointments system because I get very booked up, and I want
to make sure I’m around and that I can guide the students through
the material things. But most of the time, people just send me an
e-mail, tell me roughly what they’re interested in. I pull some stuff
together for them, give them a general introduction, and then I
kind of leave them to their research; I’m not looking over people’s
shoulder or anything like that. It does get hands-off quite quickly,
but I am here to help if I’m needed. Also, anybody from the outside
world can come. It’s important that we preserve the RCA’s legacy
for the wider world. I know it sounds very noble and lofty but it is
really important. Most places don’t have, for instance, a full set of
the issues of Ark. Other places have some issues but it’s rare to be
able to see them all one after another. So, it’s useful for anyone who’s
researching, let’s say, student magazines at art colleges in general, to
be able to come here and see absolutely everything. We are open to
everyone - you don’t even have to be a researcher with a capital ‘r’.
We’ve answered thousands of genealogical enquiries. People have
come to look at Ark to come up with ideas for a 1960s set design
for a film. You can’t predict how people will use these resources, but
the important thing is to keep them, so that people can come and
use them.

DEAR PLURALIST,
I have a huge crush on that little
cookie called XXXXXX
Angiet. She’s also
bloody good in bed.

Your bubbliness makes the days better
Your smille can move moutaines
You should have all the confidence
in the world as to who you are
Caus’ you awesome

Dear Kyle
my mind just went wild
the moment you crossed by.
All I think about is your huge
charisma,
no matter if it is day or night
or even Christmas.
You made a big impression all over me
hopefully of this days it will be me,
you see.
With every word you said
all I want is to have you in
my bed.
In love with you, I fell
please make me
your girl.

DEAR
BRUNETTE (with a
newly shorter hair cut)
			
from Textiles

Your super secret admiratice

I AM
HUMAN and i need
to be loved just like
everybody else does

HI,
how are you?

„ LOVE IS ALL AROUND US “
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SO I GO to get food from the SU cafe. The people are busy, so am not
paying attention. Get blindsided by a girlo I didn’t see asking me what
I want. Whoops. Think to myself for real she pretty. She gets my food
(vegan veg stew). Everyone else still busy so she takes me on the till.
When she speaks again I realise, as usual, that the only people I think
are pretty in this world are Irish people. She’s Irish. Try to subtly make
my accent more Irish so she thinks I’m cool. Try to engineer a way to
say ‘grand’ so she knows. I don’t make it. But I wanted a flat white
(an oat flat white). And the person on the coffees is a trainee. So Irish
girl teaches her how to make my coffee too. The options are extending.
I might have another shot. Can I say ‘grand’ one more time? Stay cool
James, stay cool. And for the love of god please leave the cafe as soon
as you have your food so you don’t find a way to make a fool of yourself.
You’re already getting nervous. You’re eating stew, and you can’t find
the cutlery table. Don’t tell me that you’re going to come out of this with
ANOTHER terrible story about plastic forks. This has happened before.
(Or plastic spoons: it’s a stew ;) ). Where is the cutlery table? You look back.
She’s made your coffee. It’s in a paper cup. Your keep cup is sitting by the
machine, empty. You have to ask her to get your keep cup back from next
to the coffee machine. And it dawns on me.

FORWARD
THINKERS

YOU LOOK at mouths
more than eyes. is it because
you’re nervous too? or quite
the opposite? it is very shy
and very tantalising, as you
very well know, and it makes
it very difficult to think about
anything other than kissing you.

I didn’t make a fool of myself. For the first time in my life it was the other
person at the end of the misery. My keep cup is just sitting there looking
at both of us. I.... think I’ve found someone just like me. <3 You’ve probably
made loads of coffees since then, but I’ve never forgotten that one. Will you
be my valentine?

I AM 26 (almost)
years old, singel (again) and broke — i love
you very much and would like to marry you very
very soon*. i cannot promise to support us very
well, but if given the chance will shure in hell try.

SUCH
RARE EMOTIONS
in the rare books room
that the blood pools on
the surface of the plate...

		

*soon means very soon...

Safeguarding the future = sustainable solutions in the present. Curator lisa hennig-olsen put environment-friendly inventions
at the centre of the Sustainable Futures exhibition. Interviews by sakhi gokhale. Photographs by mojmir bures.

jingu su
TO BARNABY K,
You ze moon to my stars,
You ze sugar to my tea,
You ze chocolate to my strawberries,
I love you,
Your one and only xox
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You work in the Sustainable Futures exhibition documented your labour
on a farm, to comment on the scarcity of agricultural resources in
today’s China and the ageing farming population. This population’s
agricultural products are being priced out by large corporations, and
have been for a long time. This is a very common phenomenon. During
you work on the farm, what economic challenges have you faced, or
noticed?
I think the biggest difficulty was travelling to the farm from the city. I found
that we are really disconnected with our agriculture nowadays. Especially
when I hang out with my friends from the city or if I’m going out, I’m
always in the same environment. And when I went to the countryside and
worked with the farmers, I found that we really should care about the food
and where it comes from; the food that we eat. We need to get connected
with the land.

TUESDAY 7:30PM My own
darling boy there are such wide
abysses now of space and land
between us But we love each other.
Goodnight dear. Yr Oscar.

2

Do you also think it’s the fact that there’s not much economic prosperity
or income to be made from farming, that encourages people to move
into urban areas and abandon farming?
Yes, exactly. Actually, I researched the UK’s situation as well. A farmer’s
average age here is around 57. The farmers’average age is on the rise; this is
happening in China as well as the UK. Also, young people want to stay in
cities after receiving an education and experiencing the urban way of life.
The farm then needs to think about producing more and more food. This is
one of the biggest challenges facing agriculture today.

LET’S SHARE some
information we might not recover
from (and a sink to brush our
			teeth over).

messua poulin wolf
3
(dear j)
IF YOU WERE part of my last supper,
you would be the cheese,,
and the bread,,,
and the wine,,,,
[and my entire life.]
we must keep meeting like this. [sic]
i hope you don’t mind me committing
to print, that, i’d happily make you
[, and your floppy hair,]
my final food order.

IT IS A WONDER to me how
you see through those tangled
black eyelashes. they drip with the
kind
of darkness that i dream daily
about resting in...

4

...even just the idea
of you fills me
to the brim.
love, e
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„ PLEASE TELL US IF YOU GET TOGETHER! “

Your painting, 229, is a composition of marks made over 229 hours
with a dye from avocado skins. While looking at your work and reading
the press release, I realised that even in very early historical years,
extracts from plants and fruits were very commonly used as dyes or
colours. Would you say that your method is similar to that, or draws
from it?
Absolutely. First, what happened was the dye, because I was experimenting
with taking the waste from my kitchen. And from that, it kind of followed
what you’re talking about, like using natural dye which human kind relied
on for thousands and thousands of year. Now, this is often something which
has been forgotten or lost.

bethany walker, elliott lunn, mateo de bellis, izzy smithson
The UltraSport Etch a Sketch device you’re exhibiting is an analogue
drawing tool made from mechanical components of obsolete electronic
products. Could you elaborate a little more on the process of recycling,
and whether you recycle or repurpose objects?
The project is about changing how we use - it’s about reducing - so it was
about taking stuff that was already there, but was deemed waste. This
waste was going to inevitably end up in landfill. So that’s where the project
started, and we wanted to do something a little bit more fun with the waste;
to make a drawing machine.
When you recycle, you sometimes reduce the value of the thing. But when
you reuse, you actually take what’s there, and find a way of working around
it - you have an initial condition to respond to. That’s why the response is
not always the easy way, which would be crushing the object and melting it.
Reusing is more creative.
How did you source the waste product?
We did a workshop in Across RCA called Object Resurrection. They sourced
the pieces for us, which they obtained from the university. We took apart the
printers and all of the extra bits given to us.
Are you all from the same programs?
No, we're all from different programs: Ceramics and Glass, Architecture,
Print, Architecture, Design Product. We all met at Across RCA. We created
the UltraSport Etch a Sketch during the sessions, kept in touch, and we
brought it back for the show. We actually entered it into the exhibition
right after making it.
It was really interesting because of the mix of people from different
courses. It would have had a very different outcome if it was all done by
people with a specific specialisation. It was also made in only a week’s time
and initially, the idea was to make it much bigger. But of course when we
looked at the practicalities of the making process, it shrunk a little bit.
It was fun making something that wasn’t just a piece of art, but was also
interactive, and a fun product. We found it exciting, and it will influence
our own work, especially as for some of us, it was something so different
from what we usually make in our course departments.

tonzhou yu

Are you planning to use this material in other forms — for example,
in fashion?

I really like your interactive theatre piece, Murder in YokAI Line.
Can you give us more detail about how the project relates to the
Sustainability theme of the show?

No, because I research painting. I want to bring this kind of dimension
into the painting work - this idea of forgotten domestic labour, and this
close link with textiles, it all comes into my practice as a kind of weavingtogether. The processes echo each other because these types of work have
often been seen as ‘lesser’ than other art forms. I’m interested in looking at
craft and method as something on the same level.

I always think about what the human being is becoming, what technology
is to us and what the relationship is between the two. I’m now looking into
the human and the AI, and a time when robots could be human beings.
What if AI actually killed the human? What
would be its reason? In this way, I feel like AI
is a big part of the idea of human enemies.

IMAGE CAPTIONS: 1 – Bacterial cellulose and affective manufacture, by Yishan Qin 2 – From left: Jing Su, Tongzhou Yu, curator Lisa Hennig-Olsen, Bess Barkholt
Andersen, Emily Demetriou, Jafy Ryder 3 – Emily Demetriou and Jafy Ryder performing Alien Parasite 4 – Audience member and Tongzhou Yu 5 – BESS audio
performance by Bess Barkholt Andersen 6 – Tongzhou Yu explaining the audience how to interact with his VR installation 7 – Documentary video art A Day in the
Urban Farm by Jing Su 8 – Audience and artist Loreal Prysaj studying Reflecting on Nature 9 – Audience member at Private View 10 – The creators of UltraSport
Etxch a Sketch: Bethany Walker, Elliot Lunn, Izzy Smithson and Matteo De Bellis 11 – Audience inspecting artwork 12 – Murder in YokAI Line
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But of course it’s never happened before I made this work. So I used the
Yokai, which is a concept from the Japanese and Chinese cultures, and AI,
which is something the viewers here are familiar with. The Yokai is when you
have a strong desire, it’s a being that will come to help you or help you kill
someone. So in my piece, the Yokai kill the human passengers of the tube.
I used an iPad as a main character who guides you through the whole
story. And I’ve also mixed in the idea of fake news to portray the human
hate towards the YokAI. I used VR alongside projection mapping inside
the installation, so when you go outside, you start thinking about what
happened to the humans in there. A lot of questions are unanswered. So
when you go outside, there’s a ‘Reality’ sign and next to it, there’s an iPad
where you can access an AR (Augmented Reality) scene, in which the YokAI
and the human identities merge together. That’s where the story ends - they
become one entity.

loreal prystaj
I’ve seen your C-type prints, in which you place yourself in the natural
landscape. When you place yourself in this environment, and turn a
mirror to it, what are the similar patterns that you’ve noticed throughout
the series? Is your work a form of self-portraiture?
The work is self-portraiture. It was made in Finland during an art residency,
and oftentimes when I go on an art residency, or go to places I’ve never
been before, I try to think of something that I can’t get anywhere else, or
something that I feel I am getting from the environment that I am in. In
Finland, I had a realisation, or — well, not even a realisation, I thought
about it before. Vast amounts of landscape over there is nature, and I just
kept thinking that we are these beings who just live on top of Earth and as
much as we love it, it’s not a part of us, but we are a par of the whole picture.
I played with the idea of the mirror; I love the effect of the reflecting of
nature in the mirror.
What’s your consistent form of photography?
It does change often. I do use myself a lot, and the reason I do that is because
I might be in these places or have these ideas but it’s often just a case of me
being on my own. So when I look at my work, I don’t see self-portraiture,
it is me, but most importantly, it’s a form or a figure within the landscape.
What kind of equipment have you used in the process of making these
processes? And does the technicality of the process kind of hinder the
ideology of these particular photographs?
I wouldn’t say that it hindered anything. All I has for this series was a tripod,
my camera and a remote, which I put in my mouth, and operated with my
teeth. I wasn’t hindered by that. But what I did realise - and this is going
along with this part that we have to compromise with nature, nature never
compromises with us - was an obstacle or hinderance, is that everything
was shot with natural light. So I had to organise my day around when the
lighting would be perfect and not only that, there is an image that I did not
show which is nevertheless a part of the series in which I wanted to get fog.
But I realised it dissipates very quickly. One day I got up at 5 am, only to
realise I actually needed to be there at 4 am, to then realise I don’t just need

The music is played aloud only twice a day, so I put on the headphones to see what this is all about. Each of the songs is different, varying from more
upbeat to ambient. The noise and sampled conversations are blurred into them and are beyond comprehension. They stand in a parallel to the paintings’
background, often done with a thin layer of paint, revealing movements of the brush, but also creating multi-layered compositions. As in Four Tet’s music,
their logic relies on the arrangement of overlapping forms, but there is a space for dynamics. As the tempo speeds up, the strings and detailed texture in
the songs are more noticeable, and the details in the paintings seem to become more vivid. The floating eyes, the rays, the swirls, the lines, the colours’
intensity - diminishing and increasing again. Finally, I understand this relationship. I am standing in front of a painting and my head swings in its rhythm.
My body can feel the brushstrokes, and my muscles are contracting to the beat. I absorb the images with my eyes, as they transmit through my neurons.

to be on location by 4 am - I need a photograph by that time. So the next day
I got up 3 AM, and I was constantly compromising with nature.

frederik nystrup larsen
Your use of plastic bottles as refurbished object is interesting,
however it is a popular practice - to repurpose plastic - especially
in less economically developed countries. How would you distinguish
your practice from a phenomenon like that?
Usually, I work in sculpture. I deal a lot with the question of objects, in
terms of deciding whether it’s sculpture or a piece of design. For some
people, it’s about function, and this is the first thing I’ve done which is more
design-based. I guess if you put a flower in, it’s a vase, but if you don’t - it’s
not, it’s just a dumb object. So the sustainable idea was from the beginning,
in my mind, related to this project. It just came from this recycled barrel
from a brewery. It was easier for them to transport, so they abandoned the
metal ones - but the metal could be re-used, whereas these plastic barrels they
throw out. From my point of view, it meant I could easily keep obtaining
them. They were made for a bigger show and there were 500 of them. The
workflow is that I can go to bars, pick them up, and there’s nothing added to
them, I just alter their shape by heat. But I still don’t know if I liked them
with the flowers, because it changes the whole perspective of how I see them.
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The idea that visual art and music go well together is an old one. It has been addressed many times and it seems that in the age of easily available immersive experiences, there is nothing to be added to the subject. And yet, days later, I am writing this text and I can see the paintings clearly in front of my eyes.
My foot taps the floor in accordance with the music. Perhaps I just think I remember them well. But it might as well be that I recall my muscle memory.
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yishan qin
Looking at your pieces of bacterial cellulose, I was wondering what are
the different uses of this material.
I think I should first introduce bacterial cellulose. The advantage of this
material is that it’s 100% recyclable, biodegradable and reformable, which
means that you can re-use it. I tend to utilise this material in the area of
fashion, so basically, you can grow your own jewellery, draw patterns, and
also seal your patterns.
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How do you grow your bacterial cellulose?
It’s a bacteria which people traditionally use to grow black tea. It’s edible,
actually, but please don’t eat my work! A few years ago, a researcher found
out that if we put bacteria in water, we achieve a film on the surface of the
water. I use the same method to grow the cellulose in my home. The creative
challenge in my project is that I try to use different colouring and forming
techniques, to try to find a way to use the cellulose in fashion, and bring
about the possibilities of factory manufacturing.
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So when you’re cultivating the bacteria, it’s a living thing in your house.
And does this mean that the jewellery is also living bacteria?

FOOTNOTES
‘Workers’Inquiry: Architecture’,
Workers’Inquiry: Architecture <https://
archworkersinquiry.wordpress.com/>
2
Mark Fisher, Capitalist Realism:
Is There No Alternative? (United
Kingdom: Zero Books, 2013).
3
Schumacher, Patrick., ‘Only
Capitalism Can Solve The Housing
Crisis’, Adam Smith Institute
<adamsmith.org/research/onlycapitalism-can-solve-the-housing-crisis>
4
Renn, Aaron M., ‘Architect Patrik
Schumacher: “I”ve Been Depicted
as a Fascist’’, The Guardian, 2018
<theguardian.com/cities/2018/jan/17/
architect-patrik-schumacher-depictedfascist-zaha-hadid>
1

Yes! It’s like wearing a little creature near your body. Also, if you put the
bacterial cellulose back into water, you can reform it and it can go back into
its original state. This is why it’s such a sustainable material. There are some
disadvantages - it’s not water proof. But if you were to wear it in the rain,
that would only be a very small amount of water, and it wouldn’t be enough
to affect it.
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ELEPHANT WEST x ANNA
LIBER LEWIS x FOUR TET:
Muscle Memory
text and photographs by maria cynkier
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The paintings are vibrant and enliven the typical white cube exhibition space in Elephant West. They are all accumulations of colours and shapes,
overlapping and intersecting on the surface of canvases. With blocky constellations resulting in ambiguous subjects, they vaguely remind me of Matisse
and Picasso. However, in Anna’s works, the power dynamic is reversed – it is a female gaze dissecting the reality. The new works in the exhibition mark
a clear abandonment of Lewis’s earlier intense subjectivity and obviously figurative painting. They are inventive in the multitude of narratives, but they
seem to reoccur as an album played on a loop.

Text by J. Arnfield

In this article I will give a perspective on some of the recent transformations of
the academic institution (from here on referred to as, amongst other terms, the
‘academy’) – particularly focusing on and around architecture, although the
word ‘architect’or ‘architectural worker’likely could be replaced by ‘designer’or
‘artist’. This article is written with reference to several anonymised interviews
with architectural workers and students conducted in 2017-18. Names,
places, and any identifiable information have been replaced with an underlined
descriptor. Anonymisation gives protection to the worker while centring the
discussion on the structural and the systemic rather than the personal or the
individualised.
Everything’s gone commercial concurrently, right? In terms of, education,
practice, and the buildings we’re seeing constructed in the city – they’re all
commercialising.
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Whoever took up a brush at least once, knows very well that the act of painting can become a very physical task.
From the stretching of canvases through the mixing of paint to wandering around with the brush, the body acts
as a transmitter of ideas, emotions and attitudes. It translates the intangible into the substantial. Equally, the
body also performs as a communicator for music. The connection between visual imagery and sound lies at the
heart of Muscle Memory, an exhibition of works by a painter Anna Liber Lewis and a musician Kieran Hebden,
better known as Four Tet. The fruits of their collaboration are a series of drawings and paintings and three tracks,
composed in response to them.

ARCHITECTURAL
EDUCATION via
NEOLIBERLISM

Figure 1: Placard reads ‘If outsourcing
is such good value for money, outsource
management!’, behind the placard a
banner drapes on the top of Senate
House, University of London, reading:
‘we exploit our staff ’, © IWGB Union.

Neoliberalism is an ideology that value is assigned based on the demand from
the market. One neoliberal transformation that happened in the profession of
architecture occurred in 1981 when the U.K. Government sanctioned regulated
fee scales (i. e. the amount architects can demand for a quantity of labour) were
abolished. Later, recommended (but unenforceable) fee scales were scrapped
following the 2007-2008 financial crash.
In 2019, architects practise in highly competitive, individualised, and
un-unionised spaces.1 In Mark Fisher’s words, “Neoliberalism has sought to
eliminate the very category of value in the ethical sense….capitalist realism
has successfully installed a ‘business ontology’ in which it is simply obvious
that everything in society, including healthcare and education, should be run
as a business” – the financialisation of architectural practice and education
mirrors structural changes in all parts of our society.2 Rampant neoliberal
transformations of architectural educational institutions are also beginning to
have lasting consequences, some of which I discuss here.
In the Academy, tuition fees (especially those for‘international’students) have
increased drastically over the last 15 years, while university management fixate
on subjective league tables and so-called ‘employability’ statistics dictated by
the market. Workers within academic institutions are increasingly outsourced
or on other forms of precarious contracts. Within the studio, student projects

focus on distant troubles, and they tread carefully as to not research topics too
proximate to their surrounds, or embark on projects that might jeopardise their
future possibility of employment. In the lecture theatres, the ‘Architect’and the
protection of the role within society as the ‘master builder’ is the immediate
focus of the profession’s anxiety – but neoliberalism has already stripped any
meaning from it.
The one thing they abolished at the University, and this was really symbolic,
is there used to be a Christmas party and it was for all staff. Everyone from the
canteen staff, to the cleaners, to the security people, every manual worker right
up to the boss sat down for christmas dinner. We all sat down together, ate food,
and got pissed and danced. That was one of the first things that the new lot got
rid of. It was really nice that everybody came to the same event. Everybody on
that day had the simple equality of being employed by the University, and that
really appealed to me.
Inequality is a by-product - but it’s also a necessary component to the
monetisation of every aspect of the Academy. In the above scenario, what
replaces the Christmas party? The school and separate departments continue
to celebrate the end-of-term but now workers on outsourced contracts (such as
cleaners, catering staff, security guards) are not valued, but excluded from secure
pay, pensions and seasonal celebrations. Their presence is seen as ‘unnecessary’
and ‘extravagant’: their void represents the fracture in the community of the
institution.
I’ve met people very high up on the chain of command who are bullies, very
coercive, very violent – it’s their way of managing. So they get their own way.
You’ll find very few people who will describe them as less than a deeply
unpleasant person.
They’ve put in this layer. Deans didn’t use to exist, they created Deans.They’ve
created this whole structure which is basically a one way value – to pour shit on us
and make sure no shit goes back up again. They created this deeply hierarchical structure which is only one way. And violent. They’re not interested in
people’s voices, opinions, they’re not interested in consensus.They’ve made themselves very powerful, pretty much invincible, and they can just do what they want.

Managerial structures within the Academy manufacture the sense and
material reality of ongoing precarity. Tutors are employed on Visiting Lecturer
(VL) contracts as to invoke precarity across all levels of the labour force. The
pressure of ‘production’ and the constant repetitive reviews of ‘progress’ are
passed down to the students and so their performance becomes centred on the
production of visual images and objects capable of reproducing the school’s
and the student’s individual ‘brand’. Students are further exploited to promote
the image of the school through ‘voluntary’ labour, effectively interning for
senior members of staff: managing the schools instagram account(s) and/or by
attending interview panels for the new student intake.
This particular individual within Management is a very self serving person. At
first hand i’ve witnessed them being very nepotistic and self-serving. They’ve
employed their own inner circle. And again, why would you do that... The idea
of creating this inner circle of people – it seems corrupt apart from anything else.
Nepotism is the practice of those with power and influence employing their
friends or family. ‘Inner circles’ are by definition nepotistic - those that make
up those circles generally conform, are unquestioning, grateful, but are not
necessarily qualified for the job. Inner circles instate, and introduce a greater
degree of control and power to those at the top. They give the flexibility for
management to shape and restructure the workforce as they wish. As institutions
change and further commercialise, inner circles provide a valuable tool for
management to drastically alter the trajectory and direction of change.
Can I just say they [University management] are unconsciously... Patrik
Schumacher, but they do it without his elegance and without his humour and
without his honesty. So they are very directly, absolutely, unequivocally pushing
a neoliberal agenda.That’s what they are.They are absolute neoliberal ideologues.
Throughout my discussion with the interviewee, several times we spoke
of Patrik Schumacher, the Principal Director for Zaha Hadid Architects, as
someone who embraces and openly speaks about their neoliberal motivations.
An example of this might be Schumacher’s statement that “only capitalism can
solve the housing crisis”.3
“…he [Schumacher] is holding up an uncomfortable mirror to urbanists’
own beliefs and behaviours. Like them, he embraces the dense global city,
transit, the creative-class economy, immigration and diversity, and the power
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of architecture and design to improve lives. Unlike them, he publicly endorses the neoliberalism that underpins it. His real sin may be openly
championing London’s economy instead of ritually denouncing neoliberalism publicly while enjoying its benefits in private.”4
Like many architectural practitioners and directors, most universities
and vice-chancellors either explain the commercialisation of the Academy
due to external factors (such as government grant cuts) or by concealing it
through branding exercises. Of course, external factors are real and have real
consequences for the future of Higher Education in the U.K. But the speed and
level of transformation, as well as the way in which the school implements and
embraces those chances, gives insight into the ideological positioning of the
senior management of the institution.
From the several interviews I conducted for this article, it was clear there
were parallel experiences of rapid marketisation and commercialisation,
experienced heavily by those working and studying in the Academy. Excessive
division of labour, union busting, nepotism throughout management, and the
removal of most collective activity (apart from the promotion of the school
brand) are all at different times and to different degrees disguised as necessary
for either ‘growth’or ‘social good’.
Commercialisation is a toxic neoliberal mechanism that primarily focuses on
the production of capital around a free market ideology. Universities should
not be run as businesses and so should not operate as net-neutral organisations;
not every department (from the library to the shop) needs to make the school
money. As I’ve tried to outline above, academic commercialisation exploits and
persecutes along asymmetric lines of power, most heavily affecting the most
disenfranchised of our society. This happens through either a lack of access
to the university, or through the exploitation of individual bodies within
the workforce of the institution. And in Architecture, we should consider the
ramifications of these transformations on the future of our cities – how can you
expect people to design for people of different socioeconomic backgrounds if
the latter are not represented within the academy?
The educational syllabus is also at risk of becoming solely focused on
producing obedient productive capitalist workers – uncritical, and immobilised
to take action. And so, as a community of students and workers, we need to
make a decision about what pieces of social infrastructure we value, and fight to
ensure that the funding streams and distribution networks represent our moral
values and beliefs.

Figure 2: Rebel Architects Faction, direct
action in solidarity with striking staff for
USS pensions at Cambridge University. A
key part of the groups commentary spoke
of the commercialisation of education.

College –

The
RELATIONSHIP
Abyss
text by veronika neukirch

Last year, ‘I couldn’t help but notice…’
… that a few months into this postgrad art course people were breaking up with their partners left, right and centre. About half of the people who came to the program having a significant other had
broken up before second term had begun. This number has increased drastically since then… and still counting. Usually, I’d say that’s everyone’s personal business but my relationship was somewhat
wobbly for the first time ever during 6 years of smoothest sailing, so I needed to investigate.

I talked to various current and previous art students
who had broken up with their initial partners for other
students or simply had developed an irrationally strong
crush for someone from the college, whom they objectively
didn’t even like that much. The latter was explained by
being inevitable, considering one spends so much time with
the same group of people. The equivalent to an office crush?
I think not!
The most convincing explanation I heard during my promptly
initiated, slightly obsessive and probably quite annoying private polls at
pubs and private views was that an art degree was something inherently
so egocentric that it left no space nor time for a relationship. This rings
somewhat true - but there must be more to it.
Let’s look at a few philosophers and psychologists (as you do) to perhaps
find some answers – in particular, into their description of the needs of
seeing others and being seen, or how the subconscious and conscious
functions operate

Building on Lacan’s paper The Mirror Stage from 1949, Donald Winnicott
refers to the mother’s face as starting point, focusing on how it impacts on the
individual’s development. He states that in an infant’s early stages of emotional
development the environment plays a vital role, and is in the child’s mind neither
separated from, nor separated by the infant. The parting happens gradually via
numerous steps, the main part of which is a shift in perception: to separate out
of the mother, who is at this stage objectively perceived as an environmental
feature. If the baby doesn’t have sufficient experience of looking and being
looked at, they do not see themselves, which leads to degeneration of their
‘creative capacity’.
I wonder, if that has something to do with people from the same professions
coupling up so frequently as they see concrete aspects of themselves in each
other – apart from having a shared interest, of course, as well as meeting at
work or during education at a certain age.
  But is this all there is to it?
I’d suggest that – comparatively (and this is clearly a generalisation) - an
artist’s self-image is a particularly fragile, wavering, fickle thing, and
consequently, it needs more reflections to remain somewhat resembling a
constant.
Do artists work at their full‘creative capacity’when their self image is intact?
Not sure… But how productive could an artist, who does not think they are an
artist, really be?
Winnicott writes about how the eye to eye contact between mother and
child is vital during the formation of the self and how all of this relates to the
psychotherapeutic process.
‘This glimpse of the baby’s and child’s seeing the self in the mother’s
face, and afterwards in a mirror, gives a way of looking at analysis; at
the psychotherapeutic task, (…) [which] is a complex derivative of the face
that reflects what is there to be seen. (…) [I]f I do this well enough the patient
will find his or her own self, and will be able to exist and to feel real. Feeling
real is more than existing; it is finding a way to exist as oneself, and
to relate to objects as oneself, and to have a self into which to retreat for
relaxation.’ 1
Throughout the child’s natural development process, identifications multiply
leading to decreasing dependency on ‘getting back the self ’ from parental
or sibling relationships. A healthy development in the early stages of life is
certainly crucial to a person’s functioning in the world. To a certain extent,
this formation of self is never completed.
And how could it be? The incompleteness is what permits you to grow; the
incompleteness is what drives an art practice to develop, prevents its stagnation.
Constant analysis of the work produced during an MA might resemble this
psychotherapeutic task – even if the goal is (officially) another.
The self is a slippery thing. Also discussing Lacan, Slavoy Žižek points out
that being a subject is a paradoxical and impassive position. Unlike popular
belief, the subject may not be an all-powerful agent in control because it can
never be completely grasped by itself:
To be a subject means radically not to know what for an object I am. Lacan
says that the subject always has an object that it is, but the paradox of the
subject is that it is an object - unavailable to itself. This surplus of not
knowing [has to be embodied in an additional] paradoxical object called
object petit a.2
Our dependency on others as well as our limited ability to perceive life and
ourselves directly are becoming apparent.

However, in everyday life the subject is not completely passive but projects a
version of themselves. James Elkins writes, when meeting someone for the first
time one is aware of the way they look, watching the person’s face consciously
and subconsciously for signs of how one is perceived. This does not just concern
approval, but is more nuanced.
I want an updated sense of myself; I want to know how I appear to the world,
what kind of person I am. In short, I am in the process of continuing to
define myself, adjusting my sense of who I am by watching for the way the
person responds to me. (…) I see myself in the other person’s gaze, and so I
see myself being seen. (…) I send out a vision of myself, and I watch as its
echoes come back to me. And there is no reason to stop at people, because
objects also send back our sight.3
So what happens at Art College then? You see yourself (via constant multiple
reflections) most clearly defined as an artist. In fact it is so crystal clear,
other aspects and facets of your identity flicker, warp and may just disappear
completely. As the own self-image shifts, the former partner’s image of you
stays the same. You might not be out of sync with your partner, but their prior
understanding of you. (Alternatively, this situation may produce a positive
grounding effect). Old plans and priorities may change drastically. This can
trigger feelings of shame about the inherent privilege of being an artist, intense
awareness of its burdens, and anything in between.
There is something very seductive about being in art education. It legitimises
your practice to a certain extent and replaces crippling questions about the
meaning of making…
  …with deadlines.
Elkins writes in The Object Stares Back: ‘[The object] has a certain presence
– it looks back and again I can understand that as the echo of my gaze. (…)
[E]ach time I see I also see myself being seen. (…) [Objects] are no longer
just things out there to be seen but also places where I can think about seeing
and being seen. Each object has a certain force, a certain way of resisting or
accepting my look and returning that look to me.’4 The need to be seen by both
objects and people is something fundamentally human: the need to be caught
in the intersection of gazes to establish and maintain a sense of self.
This clearly says a lot about capitalist consumerism (…) but for the artist
this means also that they locate their selves via artworks they’ve made, as well
as other people’s work. It seems a less passive position than being surrounded
by exclusively acquired objects and their gazes. At college, the unusually close
proximity to a high number of other makers and their creations takes effect and
creates what Elkins names ‘nets of seeing and being seen’, which are necessary
for the sense of self to be maintained. The observer and the seen make up each
other’s selves by looking. Each is a web, streaming off in all directions with no
centre and no self that can be called one’s own.5 I wager therefore, the bigger
the contrast of the net (or nets) from life before college, the bigger the shock
to the system.
Let’s untangle ourselves for a moment from this mess of nets, and have a quick
look at Marx, who implies that we are wired to have social bonds with the people
we ‘swap’ products with. But because no producer has a bond to the product
of their labour anymore, we transfer this need for a bond onto the commodity
itself. Following this theory, artists who make their own work generally have the
luxury of not being as alienated from their‘product’as the average worker. Even
though artists might not be using the end product (as in: live with/consume the
artwork themselves, or necessarily sell it), the self-motivated making process has
the potential to fulfil other personal necessities.
Considering Marx’s analysis of this natural inclination to develop social
bonds, it seems inevitable to feel particularly close to other makers that are
also unusually close to their own ‘product’– even though the ‘swapping’between
artists might just be a visual idea exchange. The art we make as well as the art we
appreciate or surround ourselves with builds, perpetuates and reflects our sense
of self in various ways.
At closer reflection, my initial poll probably boils down to: can an artist
only be fully seen and understood by another artist? And is this mythical being
understood fully a compulsory condition of functioning relationship; or even
of having an astute sense of self ?
Let’s locate fittingly: Does the college or any art institution impose an inflated
status of the artist – and do we narcissistically buy into it? No judgement.
It should also be noted, the aforementioned myriad of break-ups happened upon
entering a microcosm within a microcosm - art college within the ‘art world’ that is notoriously dependent on attention and the gaze, while being utterly
and unashamedly obsessed with the new, desire itself and ultimately: the other.
It looks like there won’t be a conclusion here. If you happen to have all the
answers, please share them with me. The poll continues :>

FOOTNOTES
1
2
3
4
5

Donald Winnicott, Playing and Reality, p.158
Žižek in some random Youtube interview
James Elkins, The Object Stares Back : On The Nature Of Seeing (New York: Harvest, 1996), p. 71.
Ibid. p. 70.
Ibid. p. 74-75.
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A VERY ANECDOTAL, NON-ACADEMIC
Memory
APPROACH TO
text by cia in

Have you ever tried on a new self-deprecating anecdote for size in a social situation, only to have it thud down onto
the floor in the middle on the conversation, leaving nothing but bemusement and, worse, actual tangible concern in
its (very literal) wake?
Sometimes, comedy plus time equals tragedy.

two
It’s all a matter of timing and recall.
The science says that we better recall things we find funny. Humorous material is more readily recalled than
non-humorous material, even when the subject is in a dysphoric mood.

I once looked at a friend while he was talking and reflected on how differently we actually thought.

But:

I always admired the ability of people to talk from their own experience, in a nonspeculative, present-based, ever-changing analysis of situations, but
actually referring to real, physical, experienced situations. My memories from childhood are vague, and I cling to one or two situations which I don’t really
know whether I remember through living, or whether I saw them on a dvd. On my last session with my psychiatrist I asked him what should I do - should
I just let go my fear of forgetting? My enigma with my almost forgotten past, childhood... should I just let it go? He looked at me not really knowing what
to answer. I think he was not overly absorbed in this topic.

Think about that photo of you and a best friend, caught mid-howl, so out of control in your laughter you look
grotesque?
You couldn’t possibly remember the joke. You remember everything but the joke.
Or the curse of the drunk Dad at Christmas: You remember the punchline but not the build-up.

The only time I took LSD, I did it with a close friend. I remember we sat inside a gazebo in a park. It was a rainy day; it was supposed to be summer but you
could perfectly doubt it. I remember the gazebo was made out of rock. I remember it being bone coloured. I remember it was one of the first days in my life
in which I was voluntarily carrying an umbrella. I’ve always been opposed to umbrellas. My mother was too obsessive in my childhood (is this a memory
or an emotion? I think of it as a print - a record) which has made me repel, throughout my life, anything that is a logical action, carrying umbrellas when
it rains being a perfect example. I’ve gotten sick several times. I do genuinely enjoy it though. But yes, I doubt myself there. Do doubt me.
One day in that month of deep analysis and habit-doubting posture, I grabbed an umbrella and left my house. Back in the gazebo. The bone coloured rock
gazebo stood in the middle of a moderately big park. It was raining and it was before sunset. There was a lake by one of our sides. On the other side there
was a really big tree - a Pytholacca - and two people below it, in between its huge mountain-like roots. One of them came near us, he probably lived on the
street, and asked if he could borrow the umbrella. We gave it to him. We then took the lsd. I was between excited and scared, but I trusted my friend who
was really chill about it and had done it several times before, so I decided to dive into it. We watched the sunset before being “hit” and it was beautiful.
At some point my friend asked me if I remembered Poly. I had no idea who she was talking about but the sound - the signifier - absolutely empty of content,
in its state of form, limited form, four lettered word, was hand picked involuntarily by my mind (brain? unconciouss? neurons? ear?) and directed to its
realms. I think there’s a scene in Hercules, where three evil witch-like looking women mix something in a violet cauldron, to define either the future or the
memories of some character. Then the “poly” word was absorbed and I suddenly thought of a movie I saw when I was a child. It was one of my favourite
movies. I didn’t watch TV - the content I had access to was pretty much limited to Disney. It was one of my favorite movies and I remember watching it
with my cousin, and buying the vhs which came with a necklace, which she kept and I always regretted not keeping. Poly was the bird in the movie.
Then I replied to my friend - Poly the bird? She said something like - what? I fervently asked her if she knew the movie, which she opportunely did.
I wonder where was that hiding, inside my 20x15 head.

Forgetting, mis-remembering, paralysis, making a fool of yourself — it’s all essentially the same stuff.
We medicalise humour, make it about our insides becoming our outsides. We talk about funny bones, of having your
tongue in you cheek, your sides splitting open. Stuff falling off. A chronic sense of humour failure. If it’s awkward, it’s
gut-wrenching, toe-curling. We dissect the joke, prod at it until it squirms and withers, rolls around on the floor.

three
It’s absurd: wildly unreasonable, illogical, or inappropriate.
Any comedy workshop will tell you that these things work in threes. That your trilogy of punchlines should be
increasingly absurd, and land satisfyingly, furthest away from the expected, on the third. Memory games work
in the same way. Grouping things into threes. If you’re laughing, they say, then you’re learning.
When a loved one starts to lose their memory faculties, though, how do you begin to talk about that? It’s not very
funny, until it has to be. If you didn’t laugh, you’d cry.
There’s a difference though: comedy is tactically withholding, and crafting, a matter of timing. (Good) humour
is shrugging it off. Not saying anything, taking it in your stride.

Maybe memories interact with one another. Past versions of ourselves, comprised moments; a mutual sympathy between them. The happy ones and
the sad ones. And the sad ones claim they’re sad but feel somehow proud of their own sadness, and the happy ones feel sorry for the sad ones, but only
moderately sorry, just enough to be able to continue being the happy ones. I guess the tricky point is the timeline, right?

Some anecdotes recited from recent experience:

We order events in a linear way. Not gonna get into the howlanguageaffectsthewaywethink thing. Still, no timeline inside. No left to right. No tiny arrows
coming out of main line, pointing out events. But then - how come?

  

I have a glass of a Waitrose Apple and Matcha juice besides me and the matcha-apple dust is a sediment in the lower part of the glass. You see.
I remember the first time I actually had a notion of the past. I can remember how it felt. Now I have this notion in regards to several instances in my life.
Yesterday I spoke to - messaged - a person I knew in one of those instances. Not so many years ago but it feels like there’s a desert in between. Apparently
we are going to meet. He said he was really looking forward to it - I told him that I thought it felt like meeting someone from a past life. Then I fell asleep
and I thought that it was just like watching anything that lies in the sky; stars - the actual present in-existence of everything we see, the light events from
a remote and dead past, still visible.

THESE THINGS
HAPPEN
IN
text by lucy holt
one

- “Look at that thing up there, doing bugger all” (she was absolutely livid at the moon).

-

Then there was the story about the horse on the golf course, the one that got more convoluted every time
we re-told it, out of some sort of respect — awe — for it’s sheer preposterousness.
The one about where they used to wash the sand.

Actually, that’s all I’ve got off the top of my head.

text by audrey roger
Our bodies have memories too.
I was told.
They remember what they saw, what they felt, what took place.
And they put away.
To the naked eye everything seems fine. We don’t know you see. Not
consciously. Sometimes we don’t even remember. We’ve forgotten.

Tragedy plus time, they say, equals comedy.

The memory’s been
shoved to one side,
tucked away
somewhere small
and secluded.
Safely hidden.

Have you ever just completely lost it, like fallen apart in second-or third- wave laughing fits in a supermarket over an
awkward autocorrect intervention — a typo — 48 hours or two weeks after the fact? You’ve got a massive moth in front
of you. I still haven’t forgotten about that.

It can’t hurt us from here because we can no longer see it. We’re no
longer aware of its presence. Even though we carry it with us daily,
unsuspecting, like a ghost companion.

You know when you do that thing where you keep recalling something funny — a verbal misstep, a misunderstanding,
— that you haven’t quite got out of your system the next day, and it’s rupturing up to the surface and spilling over at
inopportune moments?

WHAT WE STORE
IN OUR BODIES
The body will remember for us.
Or forget for us and remember for itself.
Stashed away in its own archives.
I stumbled upon TRE (Trauma Release Exercises) just like I stumbled
upon a revelation about my body’s memories. How could it be true
if I had no conscious recollection, no tangible memories? Although
can the mind really be trusted? Especially when it fabricates
memories sometimes, to suit our own narratives. So, who’s to say
which are the real memories from the imagined ones?
But the body remembers you see. The body doesn’t lie. It doesn’t
need to fabricate memories because the only narrative it obeys to is
the one that really happened.
It witnesses,
records and
stores away.

But my mind at the time didn’t know this and it questioned what I
couldn’t see or had tangible proof of. I was told facts about my body
and its dark recesses. I was told statements that rang true but were
hard to swallow at the time. It took me a while to digest and process.
I sat with this new information, held it and accepted that it was a
part of me, might always be a part of me in some shape or other.
Maybe its impact and strength would lessen over time. Maybe
I would heal. But I wasn’t thinking about that at the time, I was
bawling my eyes out.
I was shown a way out. A way to expulse all these residues of tension
and patterns lying inside. This debris.
A way to release and free my body.

But first I had to ‘fatigue’my leg muscles.
A preparation for the actual experience.

I stood with my legs apart rolling the soles of my feet from one
side to the other. Rolling to the right and then to the left, the small
bones cracking as my feet contorted against the floor. And again,
back and forth, for a few counts.
I then stood with one arm stretched out to the wall, the leg closest
to it bent at the knee and the other leg curled up on itself. And up
and down I bent and came back up, and again for fifteen counts on
each side.

I stood with my back against the wall, knees bent, feet flat on the
floor and arms dangling at the sides. And I waited for the next five
minutes, breathing more and more heavily as the strain set inside my
thighs, the mental focus becoming harder and harder to hold onto.

beads strung together with current running through each one,
starting from my coccyx and moving towards my belly button. And
as the current moves up, echoes ripple throughout the inside of my
thighs.

Lying on the mat was a relief.

At other times the shaking seems to say
Enough, let’s get it all out and be done with it!
jerking my legs and spreading my hips violently.
Out, out, out!
One more.
Get it all out!
You’ll feel better afterwards.

I bent my knees and pressed the soles of my feet against the mat.
And then
the shaking happened.

The fatigue was already starting to set in.
Next, I stood with my legs apart, wider this time, and my torso and
arms stretching towards my right leg, taking deep breaths. I then
swerved to the left and repeated the same thing. And ended with my
arms dangling in the middle of my legs, reaching as far back as I
could.
But it didn’t stop there.
Two more exercises.
Back up vertically with my fists clenched and pressed against my
lower back and my torso bending backwards as far as I can go.
Before I leant to one side, my hips popping on the other. And back
to the other side.
Now this last one is the one that really tires you out.

It started as a quiver. A slow small hum inside. My legs begin to sway
back and forth to the sides in irregular movements. And then the
pace picked up. I had never experienced anything like this before.
It was like the wind going through me, rattling everything inside.

And I lie and wait till it’s finished telling its story.
It surprised me, the shaking. It had a rhythm of its own, a tale I did
not know. I had to let it unfold of course, I couldn’t interfere. And it
revealed itself in all its nuances and complexities.
You see each tremble has its own tempo, its own personality, course
and intensity.
Sometimes the tremble is faint, like a slight breeze or caress.
Sometimes it’s violent, agitating everything along its path, not
caring, bulldozing its way through. Sometimes it’s like a series of

Cleansed from the inside, I’ve gotten rid of my memories.
Till next time.
And for now,
I lie curled up in a ball,
worn out but
feeling born again.
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I sit alone on the lichen-licked bench where we would spend those sad Sunday afternoons, our lives interlocked and flowing with foolish impossibility, the world rolled red carpet
before us as we watched it sigh slowly by. Only a whisper of icy wind can be heard tonight, broken by the occasional drum-hum dour of humdrum soul passing home via headlight,
unaware of my eye peering indifferent to the below. Overhead drifts a density of cloud pregnant with the potential of snow, lapping at the silver studded shore of our infinite sky
above, each one fringed iridescent by the pale waxwork moon. Beneath the village sleeps, comfortable in this still December night, winking bulbous with the bloom of Christmas
lights glowing limp across roads and snaking their shine through trees burnt bare by the whims of winter.

It begins a little like this
A strain in the back of your neck
Leading up to a slight pressure in your eye
Throbbing, but not in pain, rather, in heat
Until you realise streaks in your vision
Blue red orange
Merging
Merging
They become sprinkles
Dust
Almost moving
Dancing
Until they coagulate
And in that moment you happen to turn your eyes
Towards the sun
And in a split second
The dust become commas
Pulsing
Finding solace

One year has passed since we last sat here together, the same scene of slumber afore, betraying the fire I felt in my heart as you took my hand and told me how the love you had once
held warm in eager palms had now turned to an insufferable cold, freezing the tips of a once tender touch. Your words sunk soft from clouds of condensation, dissipating in the dark
and falling deaf to my ears. I turned to you and thought of the pathetic gifts I had fretted over, now sat slumped under plastic tree glimmering hollow in my living room corner.
I remember how you leaned your head on my shoulder and said you were sorry, and how I tried to respond but couldn’t, feeling my mind drift from body, clawed in by the bitter
black, to sit amongst the wilted earth and observe our last dying moments together, the sun setting behind a once hopeful horizon.
I close my eyes and still expect your steps to sound in the distance, approaching me as they did with a stride of impatient excitement, but there is nothing, knowing instead you will
be happily nestled somewhere in heart and loving home. I open my eyes to the first flakes of snow, glinting like shards of broken glass scattered sporadic across a pavement floor.
One falls cool to the cheek, its inimitable form melting in an instant, mingling with tears to run rapid down my face, wrinkling over a newfound, welcome smile.

1
from the bagasse (albedo)

do bagaço
No dia 2 de setembro de 2018 o Museu Nacional no Rio de Janeiro foi
destruído por um incêndio que atingiu o edifício histórico na Quinta
da Boa Vista. Quase a totalidade do acervo composto por 20 milhões
de itens históricos e científicos catalogados durante mais de 200 anos
se perdeu nas chamas.

Merging
Merging
Into a dark spot
Black orange green
Colours are unknown, ambiguous,
But you become partially blind
Nothing happens in your periphery
You try to read but the black spot lingers
Words become letters
Letters - characters
Characters - traces
Traces
Traces of knowledge
Traces of understanding
Traces of meaning
You begin to lose
The ability to comprehend
The power to persevere
The will to create

On September 2, 2018 the National Museum in Rio de Janeiro was
destroyed by a fire that hit the historic building in Quinta da Boa Vista.
Almost the entire collection of 20 million historical and scientific items
cataloged for more than 200 years was lost in flames.

the bible

a bíblia

On the banks of the river Tapajós I met a man who told me:

Nas margens do rio tapajós encontrei um homem que me disse:
“Eu sou da igreja, sei o bem que ela faz, e as pessoas que ela ajuda,
mas não aceito o que ela prega. Tem que saber criticar; uma criança
morre de doença porque é vontade de Deus? Porque a criança pobre
morre e a rica vive?”

“I’m from the church, I know the good it does, and the people it helps,
but I do not accept what it preaches. You have to know how to criticize;
Does a child die of illness because it is God’s will? Why does the poor
child die and the rich live?”

the cow

o boi

But in your apparent nausea
You find comfort
In the scent of the sun
It’s warm rays entering
The translucency of your skin
And as you take a breath
The sun envelops
Knowledge ceases to function
Understanding ceases to matter
Meaning defies logic

O sopro da floresta vem de longe
Da para escutar no tempo
Para quem lá vive
Na imensidão,

The breath of the forest comes from far
It is listened to in time
For those who live there
In the immensity,

Há história sem fim?

Is there endless history?

the bullet

a bala
O ferrão da arraia pode doer muito. Dizem que até dez dias.

The stingray sting can hurt a lot. Some say up to ten days.

Se você for picado lembre-se de ficar em casa sem visitas. Se você for
visto por uma dessas pessoas a dor volta:

If you get bitten remember to stay home without visits. If you are seen
by one of these people, the pain comes back:

1. Mulher gravida.
2. Mulher menstruada.
3. Alguém que tenha nascido encapado.

1. Pregnant woman.
2. Menstruating woman.
3. Someone who has been born hooded.

3
2

THE BRE

TIX

And then if you were to ask me:
How does the sun smell?
I believe I could begin to describe it.
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